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Introduction n 

1.. Hallmark s of  cance r cell s 
Eachh cancer has traveled a specific route to arrive at its full phenotype. However, this multistep 

processs can be reduced to a specific spectrum of acquired dysregulated cellular properties. Hanahan 

andd Weinberg identified six 'Hallmark characteristics' of the cancer cell phenotype ^ 

1.1. Self-sufficiency in growth signals: Normal cells depend on mitogenic growth signals, before 

theyy can enter a proliferative phase. Growth signals are transmitted to the cell via transmembrane 

receptors,, binding three classes of signaling molecules: diffusible growth factors, extracellular 

matrixx (ECM) components, and cell-to-cell adhesion/interaction molecules. Self-sufficiency in 

growthh signals can be achieved by three mechanisms: a. autocrine stimulation, i.e. cells producing 

theirr own growth factors, b. transmembrane receptor abnormalities, such as overexpression of 

receptorss (making the cell hyperresponsive to normal levels of growth factors), structural 

alterationss of receptors leading to ligand independent signaling, or changes in the type of 

expressedd ECM receptors (integrins), favoring pro-growth signals, and c. alterations of the 

intracellularr signaling circuit, e.g. the SOS-Ras-Raf-MAP kinase pathway playing a central role in 

signalingg downstream of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs; binding diffusible growth factors) 

andd integrins (Fig. 1 1). 

2.. Insensitivity to antigrowth signals: Antigrowth signals are essential to block a cell from entering 

fromm the G1 into the S phase, by inducing a quiescent (GO) state or postmitotic differentiation. 

Similarr to growth factor signalling, antigrowth factors (soluble factors and immoblized factors 

embeddedd In the ECM) have their effect via binding to specific transmembrane receptors, inducing 

ann intracellular signalling cascade. The intranuclear retinoblastoma protein (Rb-protein) has a 

centrall role here; in a hypophosphorylated state, Rb-protein binds to, and inactivates the E2F 

transcriptionn factors that control the expression of groups of genes essential for progression 

fromm G1 into S phase, blocking the cell from progression to the S phase 2 (Fig.1). Normal cells 

aree responsive to soluble antigrowth signals such as TGF-p\ that binds to its receptor (TGF-fJR), 

signalingg successively downstream via Smad4, pi 5 (INK4B), the CyclinD-CDK4 complex, eventually 

keepingg the Rb-protein in a hypophosphorylated state (Fig.1), thus blocking cell progression to 

aa proliferative state. Disruption of the several steps of this pathway may result in insufficient 

responsee to antigrowth signals, making the cell insensitive to physiological growth inhibitory 

factors. . 

3.3. Evading apoptosis: Sensors and effectors constitute a complex circuit monitoring the intra- and 

extracellularr environment for (ab)normalities, and determining whether the cell should live, or 

enterr a phase of programmed cell death. Extracellular survival signals (e.g. IGF-1, IGF-2, and IL-

3)) and death signals (e.g. Fas-ligand and TNFa) bind to their corresponding receptors (Fig.1). 
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Togetherr with intracellular sensor-signals, many converge on the mitochondria, via different 

(oftenn interacting) pathways such as the PI3-AKT pathway, members of the Bcl-2 family of 

proteins,, and p53. When pro-apoptotic signals predominate, mitochondria release cytochrome 

C,, catalyzing apoptosis. The ultimate effectors of apoptosis are a family of proteases, termed 

caspases,, finally executing the death program (Fig.1). Alterations in the several steps of this 

complexx network, either potentiating the inhibitors of apoptosis {e.g. the upregulation of the 

bcl-2bcl-2 oncogene in lymphoma 3), or restraining the physiological death signals or apoptosis 

effectorss (e.g. the epigenetic silencing of caspase 8 in neuroblastoma 4), withdraw the cell from 

itss physiological 'health security system'. 

4.4. Limitless replicative potential: Each cell seems to have a 'counting device' for cell generations, 

calledd telomeres; the ends of chromosomes are composed of thousands of repeats of a short 6 

basepairr sequence element. Each cell replication leads to loss of 50-100 basepairs of the telomeric 

DNAA of both ends of each chromosome. Multiple replications will lead to progressive shortening 

off the telomere ends, finally disabling the protective function of the telomeres after 60-70 

replicationss {in cultured cells). This then leads to end-to-end chromosomal fusions, finally resulting 

inn the death of the affected cell 5. Telomere maintenance is a capacity virtually all cancers have 

obtained,, either by upregulating expression of the telomerase enzyme (which adds hexanucleotide 

repeatss onto telomeric ends), or by activating ALT, which maintains telomeres through 

recombination-basedd interchromosomal exchanges of sequence information. 

5.5. Sustained angiogenesis: Like normal cells, tumor cells depend on nutrients and oxygen, obliging 

themm to reside within 100 u.m of a capillary. In a physiological state, proliferating cells are 

unablee to induce angiogenesis. Tumor progression requires the neoplastic cells to gain angiogenic 

ability.. Many tumors show increased expression of soluble growth factors like VEGF and FGF, 

bothh binding to their corresponding transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptors on endothelial 

cells.. On the other hand, endogenous angiogenesis inhibitors, such as thrombospondin-1 or p"-

interferon,, may be downregulated. Integrins and adhesion molecules, respectively mediating 

cell-matrixx and cell-cell adhesion, play crucial roles in the regulation of angiogenesis. Proteases 

inn the ECM can control the bioavailibility of angiogenic activators and inhibitors. Disturbances 

att the different levels of the 'angiogenic switch', may result in a sustained pro-angiogenic state. 

6.6. Tissue invasion and metastasis: Cadherins, cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) 6, integrins and 

proteasess (Fig.1) play key roles in the ability of cancer cells to become invasive or metastatic. 

Normall epithelial cells show intercellular E-cadherin bridges with their neighbours, resulting in 

antigrowthh signals via p-catenin. In most epithelial cancers this pathway is disrupted. Changes 

inn the isoform of the cell adhesion molecule N-CAM, from a highly adhesive, to a poorly adhesive 
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Figur ee 1 'The emergen t integrate d circui t of the cell' , courtesy of D. Hanahan ', with permission from Elsevier. 
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orr even repulsive isoform, and reductions in overall expression of the N-CAM molecule, will lead 

too reduced cell-cell adhesion, favoring the metastatic capacity of tumor cells. Alterations of 

integrinn expression enable the adaptation of tumor cells to a changing microenvironment, in 

theirr invasive and metastatic journeys. Finally upregulation of protease genes and downregulation 

off protease inhibitor genes, will enable the docking of active proteases on the cancer cell 

surface,, facilitating invasion of cancer cells into nearby structures. 

2.. Acquisition of tumorigenic alterations 
Apparentt f rom the six hallmarks, for a cell to become a cancer cell, multiple (epi)genetic changes 

havee to occur to establish conflict wi th maintenance of genomic integrity. Acquired or constitutive 

malfunctionn of genomic caretaker systems is often required to allow cells to take the multiple 

stepss on the cancer-ladder. 

Hos tt  factor s influencin g th e acquisitio n of tumorigeni c alterations : the several steps in the 

evolutionn of a cancer are influenced by multiple factors from in and outside the cell ( Fig.2; Ponder 

20011 and references therein A 

actorss affecting 
probabilityy that 
pathwayy events 
wit!! occur 

factorss that 
influencee the 
effectss of 
pathwayy events 

Outsidee the cell 
Locall cell interactions: stroma; 

otherr paracrine effects, for 
examplee from inflammatory cells 

Systemicc effects: hormones 
andd growth factors; 

>> immune responses j 

Figur ee 2 'A fram e wor k fo r geneti c 
effect ss  on cancer development' , 
courtesyy of Bruce Ponder7, with 
permissionn from Nature Publishing Group. 
Horizontall arrows represent the successive 
pathwayy events giving the cell the full 
cancerr phenotype. Many are somatic 
events,, but in inherited cancer 
predispositionn syndromes one of the 
eventss is inherited. The diverging arrows 
onn the right represent the variety of 
eventss that can lead to overtly similar 
cancers.. Vertical arrows represent 
pathwayy event influencing factors. 
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7.. Factors affecting the probability that tumorigenic alterations will occur: 

Externall influences include environmental exposures, such as cigarette smoke, diet, or UV-light 

exposure,, the response to which may be modified by geneticc variation in intra- and extracellular 

metabolismm 8. For example, less than 20% of smokers develop lung cancer, indicating that 

manyy host factors determine individual susceptibility, such as extent of carcinogen uptake, 

metabolicc activation and detoxification, DNA repair ability, apoptosis and varying effects on 

geness in signal transduction pathways and regulation of the cell cycle 9. 

2.2. Factors that influence the effects of tumorigenic alterations: 

Variationn of intracellular factors will modify the effect of a particular genetic pathway event on 

thee cellular phenotype, or its response to signals from outside. Paracrine interactions with 

neighbouringg cells, systemic effects from circulating hormones or growth factors, and 

immunologicc responses of the host comprise some of the external factors that modulate the 

effectss of pathway events 10-11. Genetic variation of these factors probably accounts for much 

off the low-level predisposition to cancer, as it occurs in the "normal" population 7J2. 

3.. Cancer predispositio n 
Familyy history and clinical phenotype are the cardinal aspects of inherited tumor predisposition 

syndromes.. In his review on cancer genetics Ponder (2001) discerned strong and weak tumor 

predispositionn 7. Paradoxically, the largest category of inherited tumor predisposition, in terms of 

itss contribution to cancer incidence, is the one with the weakest genetic effects; tumor predisposition 

withoutt evident family clustering, apparently caused by low-penetrance tumor predisposition genes. 

Forr example, in breast cancer, the strongly predisposing mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2, lead to 

individuall risks of around 60% by age 70. However, their combined contribution to overall breast 

cancerr incidence is less then 5%. By contrast, a weak tumor predisposition gene, with a relative 

breastt cancer risk of 2 and a population frequency of 20%, could account for up to 20% of breast 

cancerr incidence 7. 

StrongStrong cancer predisposition: Strong tumor predisposition syndromes result from inheritance of 

eitherr one of the events on the cancer pathway, or a defective DNA repair system. Most syndromes 

showw tissue specifity, although reasons for specific patterns of expression are mostly unclear. 

Anotherr important characteristic is the variability of cancer incidence, and the type of cancers 

occurringg within a given syndrome, but also within a single family. The within-syndrome variation 

cann be accounted for by several factors: different germline genes causing the same syndrome or 

differentt mutations in the same gene causing the same syndrome, genetic modifiers, environmental 

influences,, or chance. 

Thee within-family variation most probably is accounted for by the effects of genetic modifiers 7. 
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WeakWeak cancer predisposition: Weak predisposition may result from weak alleles of the pathway or 

caretakerr genes, and from genetic variations of host factors influencing cancer development as 

depictedd in Figure 2. These genes might be collectively called low-penetrance tumor predisposing 

genes.. As described above, the word 'weak' is misleading: low-penetrance genes are thought to 

accountt for a relatively large part of cancer incidence, and studying them may provide much 

informationn about many different cancers, with important potential public health implications. 

4.. Syndrome s and childhoo d cancer 
Mostt clinical geneticists know children with syndromes and tumors. Likewise, all pediatric oncologists 

havee treated children known to have a syndrome, or in whom a syndrome diagnosis was suspected 

becausee of the tumor. An overview of syndromes with concurring tumors in childhood is presented 

inn table 1 (see page 36). Most tumor syndromes in childhood are listed, together with main 

references,, and a summary of their (presumed) pathogenic pathway. 

Thee role of metabolic defects in cancer development and pediatric syndromes appears of growing 

importance;; a few well known examples are listed in table 1. 

5.. Developmenta l genes and cancer 
Tablee 1 clearly illustrates that diverse (epi)genetic defects often give rise to specific patterns of 

developmentall anomalies, affecting specific body regions. The same (epi)genetic defects result in 

abnormall cellular proliferation, predisposing the affected individual to specific childhood cancers, most 

off which present after birth. The development from zygote, through morula, blastocyst, embryo, and 

fetuss to a newborn infant is a strictly regulated process. Very undifferentiated embryonal tissue is 

guidedd through growth and differentiation by numerous developmental genes. 

Itt is beyond the scope of this introduction to provide a complete summary of the function and role in 

cancerr of all developmental genes. We have chosen as an example an obvious group that plays a role 

inn congenital anomalies and cancer, i.e. segmentation genes with emphasis on the HOX genes 13. 

Homeoticc genes were first discovered in Drosophila. Subsequent studies in Drosophila have identified 

thee different genes that control the early steps in body plan formation and segmentation 14. The 

DrosophilaDrosophila genes determining the body plan are divided in four hierarchic groups: maternal genes 

creatingg a gradient of protein in the early embryonic cell mass, activating gap genes that act in the 

earlyy embryo with the demarcation of a few zones, subsequently inducing the pair-rule genes that 

definee the borders of the body segments, finally activating the homeobox genes. The positional 

informationn represented by the gap and pair-rule gene products leads to the expression of specific 

combinationss of homeobox genes in each segment. At the cellular level, specific combinations of 

severall homeobox genes with their relative expression generate the so called 'HOX code', fixing 

thee segmental identity of the cell. 
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Inn the past two decades all mouse and human homologues of these genes have been identified, 

playingg crucial roles in vertebrate embryonic patterning 15. 

Experimentss in animals have demonstrated the importance of these segmentation genes for 

embryonicc patterning and disease. Mice with induced defects in segmentation genes illustrate the 

resultingg combination of prenatal abnormal development with subsequent malformations and 

postnatall tumor development. An example is the Drosophila gene caudal, a homeobox gene. It 

controlss segmentation of the posterior body during early embryogenesis, and is expressed in the 

gutt in juvenile and adult flies. Flies with mutations in the caudal gene lack complete posterior body 

segmentss 16. The mouse caudal homologue is also expressed in the embryonal abdomen. Later in 

developmentt its expression is restricted to the colon. Knockout mice have severe rib malformations, 

andd develop intestinal adenomatous polyposis, particularly in the proximal colon. These polyps 

mayy contain areas of true metaplasia 17. 

inn all gap, pair-rule and homeobox genes human and mouse homologues were identified with a 

rolee in cancer. The following examples can be given: 1. Human alveolar rhabdomyosarcomas have 

translocationss of PAX genes, homologues of Drosophila gap genes 18. 2. Acute myeloid leukemia 

andd acute lymphoblastic leukemia were found to harbor translocations of the AML-1 gene, a 

homologuee of a Drosophila pair-rule gene 19. 3. Some myeloid leukemias have translocations of 

chromosomee 7 that disrupt the homeobox gene cluster HOX-A9 20. These are examples of a 

steadilyy growing list of developmental genes that appear to be involved in human embryonic 

patterningg and tumohgenesis. 

Ann example: Role of HOX genes in development and cancer 
Thee HOX genes deserve attention, for their role in development and oncogenesis has been studied 

extensively,, and is illustrative of the group of developmental genes in general. An excellent review 

onn HOX genes is provided by Varaksa, Del Campo and McGinnis 15. 

GeneralGeneral introduction to HOX genes. HOX genes are homeobox genes. Homeobox genes are divided 

intoo families on the basis of the level of similarity among their respective homeodomains 21. The 

familiess vary in size from the large family of HOX genes (39 members), to intermediate families 

suchh as the PAX, NKX, and DLX group, to the small families, such as the MSX and Engrailed (EN) 

groups.. All bilateral animals have multiple HOX genes. The proteins encoded by HOX genes share 

aa similar 60-amino acid motif, termed the homeodomain. These proteins are transcription factors, 

exertingg their function through activation and repression of multiple target genes. Position and 

orderr of paralogues genes in Drosophila and vertebrates are arranged in a similar way (Fig.3). The 

reasonn for this highly conserved gene order may be that different genes in the cluster are controlled 

byy the same regulatory regions 15. In contrast to a single HOX cluster in Drosophila, humans and 

otherr vertebrates have four clusters of HOX genes {HOX-A, HOX-B, HOX-C, and HOX-D). Expression 
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off HOX genes is also conserved through different species. Persistent expression of HOX genes in 

discretee zones on the anterior/posterior axis is required to remind cells of their axial position, long 

afterr the initial cues have disappeared 15. Sharp anterior borders and less well-defined posterior 

borderss determine the boundaries of HOX gene expression. The same HOX gene can have a 

slightlyy offset boundary of expression in different tissues. However, within the same tissue, the 

boundariess of expression of different HOX genes are highly preserved (Fig.3). The order of the 

anteriorr boundaries of expression, and the timing of expression of the different HOX genes correlate 

withh their position on the chromosome. 

EffectEffect of HOX mutations on rostro-cauda! body axis. Animal studies have shown that HOX loss-of-

functionn mutants cause the affected body structures to resemble more anterior ones (anterior 

homeoticc transformation). Gain-of-function mutations lead to ectopic expression of more posterior 

HOXX genes. This will overrule the influence of more anterior HOX genes, and impose a more 

posteriorr 'building plan', a phenomenon that is called posterior homeotic transformation. 

EffectEffect of HOX mutations on other structures. Besides playing a role in anterior-posterior axis 

formation,, HOX genes are also involved in the formation of many structures and organs 22. For 

example,, in mammals, the posterior-most members of the HOXA, HOXC, and HOXD clusters 

{HOXA11-13,{HOXA11-13, HOXC9-13, and HOXD9-13) are expressed in developing limb buds, and external 

genitourinaryy structures, mutants showing defects of these structures 23. Another example is the 

DrosophilaDrosophila homeobox gene Tinman, which is involved in formation of the dorsal vessel, the insect 

equivalentt of the heart 24. The mouse homologue Nkx2.5 is also expressed in heart primordia, 

mutantss of both homologues genes resulting in embryonic lethality, due to arrested dorsal vessel/ 

heartt development2425. Human Nkx2.5 mutations cause diverse congenital heart malformations 

includingg septal defects, cardiomyopathy, outflow tract defects, hypoplastic left heart, and associated 

arythmiass 26 30. 

MaintenanceMaintenance of HOX gene expression. As earlier stated, HOX gene expression is initiated by 

sequentiall expression of gap and pair-rule genes, establishing the initial boundaries of HOX 

expression.. However, the segment identity of a cell has to be maintained; in both Drosophila and 

mouse,, HOX gene expression is stabilized by proteins from the Trithorax and Polycomb groups 

(TrxGG and PcG). TrxG proteins are transcriptional activators of HOX genes, where PcG proteins are 

transcriptionn repressors. Besides regulating HOX gene expression, both TrxG and PcG proteins are 

involvedd in various developmental pathways, such as hematopoiesis and cell proliferation 3133. In 

humans,, chromosomal rearrangements of the HRX gene (homologue of Drosophila trithorax), 

alsoo known as MIL or ALL!, often result in leukemias 34, involving deregulation of HOX genes 35. 
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Figur ee 3 'Conservatio n of HOX gene genomi c organizatio n and expressio n patterns' , modified from 
Veraksaa et al. '5, with permission from Elsevier. The upper half of the figure shows Drosophila HOX genes, 
alignedd with their human orthologues, and corresponding expression patterns in the adult fly. The lower half 
depictss the four HOX gene clusters in mammals, and the expression patterns of the orthologous genes in a 
stagee 19 human embryo. The colored fields schematically depict the anterior most domains of expression. 
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SpecifitySpecifity of HOX gene function. In order to generate specific activation or repression complexes 

onn the regulatory targets of HOX target genes, cofactors are indispensable. The Drosophila Exd 

proteinn is such a cofactor 36; embryos lacking Exd funct ion show loss of segmentational 

differentiation,, wi thout changes in the expression of HOX genes. Exd has been shown to form 

stablee complexes on DNA with a variety of HOX proteins 37, and HOX-Exd binding sites have been 

foundd in the regulatory regions of some known HOX targets 15. Exd is homologues to mammalian 

Pbx l ,, originally identified as the chromosome 1 partner of the t(1:19) translocation in pre-B-cell 

acutee lymphoblastic leukemia 38, HOX-Exd and HOX-Pbx1 complexes showing great structural and 

functionall similarity. However, although HOX-Exd and HOX-Pbx1 binding is important, it is apparently 

insufficientt to explain HOX function specifity; other cofactors are involved, such as the homeodoman 

proteinn Homothorax (Hth) 39, that is related to mammalian Meisl and Prepl proteins 40A\ Hth 

wass found to control the nuclear localization of Exd, and participates in the heterotrimeric HOX-

Exd-Hthh complexes on DNA 42-43. However, besides these known cofactors, others are likely to be 

discovered.. Mutations in Pbx1 and Meisl are found in leukemias, illustrating that precise control 

off HOX activity by cofactors is essential for adequate regulation of cell differentiation 44*45. 

6.. Clinica l morphology : concep t and term s 
Clinicall morphology has proven invaluable in studying homogeneous patient groups with a common 

causee and pathogenesis 46. However, the inconsistent and sometimes improper use of terms may 

leadd to misunderstanding of cause and/or pathogenesis of congenital anomalies 47, and hence 

theirr translation into probable cause and pathogenesis of syndromes and diseases. Although the 

exactt cause and pathogenesis of a given anomaly may not be known, a careful analysis of the 

historyy and physical findings of the patient, and knowledge from experimental data, often leads 

too extremely useful concepts about probable pathogenesis and cause 47. Therefore it is important 

too explain here some major concepts and terms in clinical morphology. 

Developmentt of organisms 

Thee terminology of the development of organisms, or ontogeny, has been elegantly set out by 

Opitzz 48. Ontogeny is divided into prenatal development, or morphogenesis, and postnatal 

development,, which is characterized by further growth and maturation 48. Morphogenesis is 

precededd by biastogenesis. Morphogenesis can again be divided into embryonic organogenesis, 

andd fetal phenogenesis 48. Phenogenesis is a continuing process, starting at the beginning of the 

fetall period, and proceeding during postnatal development. 

BiastogenesisBiastogenesis includes the first 4 weeks of development. Using the principles of developmental 

fieldd defects (see below) the primary field is the part of the embryo that participates in the formation 

off the definitive embryo during biastogenesis 49. During biastogenesis all of the primordia for 

organogenesiss are formed. 
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OrganogenesisOrganogenesis extends from the beginning of week five to the end of week eight. It involves all 

thee morphogenetic events of embryogenesis, i.e. formation of structure of organs in a mosaic of 

secondaryy fields 49. It is the time of primary tissue differentiation and the formation of definitive 

organs.. At the end of the process of organogenesis a distinctly human form has been achieved, 

withh differentiation of all organ systems complete 50. Deviations of organogenesis lead to qualitatively 

differentt endproducts within the individual. As thresholds are involved, deviations of organogenesis 

leadd to all-or-none traits 48. 

PhenogenesisPhenogenesis leads to quantitatively differences between individuals. Phenogenesis represents 

thee process of developmental fine-tuning, and by definition is controlled by polygenes. It does not 

involvee threshold decisions, but only shades of differences 48. 

Morphogenesiss before histogenesis 
"Thus,, the study of the development of an organism comprises principally two aspects. The one 

iss the study of morphogenesis; the second is the study of histologic differentiation. We may add 

att once that the morphogenesis in higher organisms occurs primarily in the beginning stages, 

histogenesiss in the end stages of development." (Oscar Hertwig's Lehrbuch der Entwicklungs-

geschichtee des Menschen und der Wirbeltiere (1896)51). This fundamental item in developmental 

biology,, enunciated by Meckel in the early 19th century, is part of the introduction of every continental 

embryologyy text thereafter. As malformations, by definition, arise during morphogenesis, most 

malformedd organs are histologically normal, and cancers usually do not arise in malformed organs. 

Inn 1991 Davidson described three major types of embryogenesis 52. In type 1 embryogenesis, 

characteristicc of most invertebrates, cell lineage plays an important role in spatial organization of 

thee early embryo. In type 2, the vertebrate form of embryogenesis, embryogenesis proceeds by 

mechanismss that are essentially independent of cell lineage, and in which diffusible morphogens 

andd extensively early cell migration are particularly important B2. 

Inn humans many embryonic cancers are characteristic for a specific cell lineage. Therefore they 

mayy well have their origin after morphogenesis. Exceptions to this rule are for example certain 

teratomas,, that may result from defects in blastogenesis, and thus arise during the first four weeks 

off ontogeny. Fetus-in-fetu twins, where a fetus is enclosed within its sib, are defects of blastogenesis. 

Threee cases have been reported of fetus-in-fetu twins with concurrent teratoma 5355, suggesting the 

teratomaa in these three cases to originate during blastogenesis, i.e. before histogenesis. 

Phenotypicc abnormalities 
Phenotypicc abnormalities are subdivided into two categories 56: abnormalities and minor variants 

(Fig.. 4). Abnormalities are further subdivided into malformations, deformations, disruptions and 

dysplasias,, according to their suspected cause and pathogenesis 47. Minor variants are subdivided 
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Figur ee 4. Schemati c depictio n of th e terminolog y and classificatio n syste m of phenotypi c abnormalitie s 
(seee Chapter 2). 

inn two categories, minor anomalies and common variants, based on their implication and prevalence. 

Forr further discussion of terminology and classification of phenotypic abnormalities the reader is 

referredd to chapter 2. 

Thee spectrum of phenotypic abnormalities that can be recognized, has been reviewed by Aase 57. 

Thee actual recognition of (patterns) of phenotypic abnormalities requires extensive knowledge of 

thee total spectrum of phenotypic abnormalities, and training by an experienced clinical morphologist. 

Somee of the anomalies can be measured objectively 58, while in other anomalies the investigator's 

subjectivee judgment is decisive depending on his or her experience in clinical morphology. Therefore, 

whenn the investigator remains in doubt as to the presence of an anomaly, the experience of other 

clinicall morphologists can be called on. 

InIn the judgment of the individual's phenotype, family resemblance should be weighed. However, 

thee fact that a specific phenotypic abnormality runs in a family, does not always mean that it is of 

noo significance. Many entities can serve to illustrate this phenomenon: different relatives all have 

thee same syndrome, but each shows a different part of the phenotypic spectrum of that entity. An 
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examplee is hypochondroplasia and Saethre-Chotzen syndrome, in which some affected relatives 

showw the anomalies plus developmental delay but others 'only' the anomalies. Thus, family 

resemblancee is important, but does not devaluate the presence of a specific anomaly {for further 

discussionn see chapter 9.c). 

Patternss of morphologic defects 
Multiplee phenotypic abnormalities in a patient may be causally or pathogenetically related, or 

concurr on a statistical basis or by chance alone (coincidence). An International Working Group of 

expertss in the field of clinical morphology has recommended different terms, to express the type 

off relationship of the phenotypic abnormalities, each reflecting a different level of our knowledge 

onn the cause and genesis of the pattern: developmental field defect, sequence, syndrome, and 

associationassociation 59. 

DevelopmentalDevelopmental field defect: a polytopic field defect is a pattern of anomalies derived from the 

disturbancee of a single developmental field 59, originating during blastogenesis 49. These anomalies are 

derivativess of a single malformative or disruptive process. An example is the DiGeorge anomaly 60 

Monotopicc field defects mostly are defects of organogenesis, however may also represent a mild 

defectt of blastogenesis 49. 

Sequence:Sequence: a sequence is a pattern of multiple anomalies derived from a known or presumed prior 

anomalyy or mechanical factor 59. An example is the oligohydramnios sequence, in which the 

initiatingg event is a diminished amount of amniotic fluid. Although causally heterogeneous -

oligohydramnioss may result from various factors, such as renal agenesis or amniotic leakage - the 

pathogenesiss is uniform, since all the individual manifestations of the oligohydramnios sequence 

cann be explained by the decrease in amniotic fluid amount. 

Syndrome:Syndrome: a syndrome is a recognizable pattern of multiple anomalies which are known or thought 

too be causally related 59. Syndrome usually implies a single cause, such as an additional chromosome 

211 in Down syndrome. 

Association:Association: an association is a nonrandom occurrence in two or more individuals of multiple 

anomaliess not shown to be a polytopic field defect, sequence or syndrome. It refers to statistically 

associatedd defects of apparent organogenetic origin 61. The practical value of the term lies in the 

factt that the presence of one anomaly will alert the physician to search for other, often more 

occult,, associated defects. 
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7.. Phenotypi c abnormalitie s and childhoo d cancer 
Inn 1966, Miller reviewed all studies performed on 'the relation between cancer and congenital 

defectss in man' 62. The first documentation of the relation between Down syndrome and leukemia 

wass published in 1957, when Krivit and Good63 reported a three times higher incidence of leukemia 

inn children with Down syndrome, based on a United States mail survey. Other known entities at 

thatt time were the excessive occurrence of leukemia in Bloom 64 and in Fanconi syndrome 65, the 

predispositionn to lymphoma in ataxia telangiectasia 66, and the excesses of aniridia, hemihyperplasia, 

genitourinary-tractt anomalies in children with Wilms tumor67. Other relations between syndromes 

andd cancer were suggested by valuable case reports, urging the necessity for systematic studies. 

Sincee 1966, numerous studies have been performed on the prevalence of phenotypic abnormalities 

inn children with cancer. Such studies can be divided in three major groups: 

A.A. Medical chart, registry, and interview based studies. This group comprises the majority of studies 

performed.. The major characteristic of these studies is that the investigators are only able to 

detectt associations with major anomalies (i.e. anomalies which have an adverse effect on either 

thee function or social acceptability of the individual), as only the more severe anomalies will be 

reliablyy registered in databases and medical charts, or noticed by the parents. Investigators do 

nott submit the children to a careful physical examination directed at clinical phenotype, and will 

misss such manifestations. 

B.B. Reports on specific tumor-congenital anomaly combinations. This is a mixture of medical chart 

andd clinical morphology studies, directed at the incidence of specific phenotypic abnormalities 

inn certain tumor groups. 

C.. Reports on detailed clinical morphological studies in children with cancer. In these studies 

childhoodd cancer patients had a detailed clinical morphological examination. Besides major 

anomalies,, minor anomalies and common variants were registered in such studies. Only few 

suchh studies have been reported. 

A1.. Medical chart, registry and interview based studies: childhood cancer in general 
Encouragedd by his review, Miller studied the death certificates of all 29,457 children who died of 

cancerr in the United States during 1960-1966 68. He confirmed the already known associations, 

andd several other associations were suggested by interesting cases. However, his most important 

conclusionn was that documentation of congenital anomalies in death certificates was incomplete. 

Sixteenn years later, Windham and co-workers did the first record linkage study 69: She linked the 

Norwegiann Medical Birth Registry to the Cancer Registry, to investigate the incidence of childhood 

cancerr in twins (n=14,504), in children with malformations diagnosed at birth (n=22,856), and in 

childrenn of low birth weight (n=26,291), and compared these figures with childhood cancer incidence 

inn the total population of Norway born between 1967 and 1979 (n=780,471). Only the malformation 

groupp had a significantly increased rate of total cancer (28.3/100,000 person-years) compared 
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withh the population (14,6/100,000). The excess cancer appeared to be limited to children with 

Downn syndrome or a central nervous system defect, with a higher incidence of leukemia or central 

nervouss system tumors, respectively. In both cases, the higher cancer incidence was significant 

onlyy in children younger than two years of age. 

AA case-control study of 555 newly diagnosed children with cancer and 1,110 matched controls, 

chosenn from general practitioner lists (GP-controls) and hospital admissions (H-controls), was carried 

outt in a region in England 70. Parents of patients were interviewed on topics of possible causal 

significancee and medical records were checked to confirm reports at interview. Children with 

cancerr had more 'malformations' than children in the control group. Altogether 60 case children 

(10.8%)) had 'malformations', compared with 27 in the GP-control group (4.9%; p<0.001). The 

numberr of 'malformations' in both groups was higher than reported in earlier studies on newborn 

infantss (2 - 3.6%) 71~74. This could be explained by the inclusion of true common variants and 

minorr anomalies in their list of 'malformations', and by the empirical fact that some malformations 

aree recognized only after infancy. The only tumor group to show a significant higher incidence of 

malformationss was that of the germ cell tumors (7/41 cases; p<0.05). The excess of malformations 

inn all the patients with 'embryonal tumors' grouped together (Wilms tumors, neuroblastoma, 

retinoblastoma,, hepatoblastoma, and germ cell tumors) was statistically significant (18/120 cases, 

7/1200 GP controls; p<0.05). No excess of 'malformations' was found in sibs of cases compared 

withh GP and hospital control sibs. Case mothers had a slight excess of 'malformations' (22/555) 

comparedd to GP controls (8/555), p<0.05). However, the difference between case and hospital 

controll mothers (14/555) did not reach statistical significance. Fathers of cases (7/555) and controls 

(7/5555 GP controls, 4/555 H controls) did not show any differences in 'malformation' incidence. 

Milii and co-workers reported two record-linkage studies in Georgia 75 and Iowa (USA) 76 . In 

Georgiaa records of the population-based registry of the Georgia Center for Cancer Statistics for 

19755 to 1988 were linked with records of the population-based Metropolitan Atlanta Congenital 

defectss Program for 1968 to 1987. Birth defects were diagnosed in 19,373 of 544,304 live-born 

infants,, and cancer was diagnosed in 400 children younger than age 15 years. Of the 19,373 

childrenn with birth defects 31 developed cancer (standardized incidence ratio [SIR] 2.2, 95% 

confidencee interval [CI] 1.5 - 3.2). Two associations were found: three of 532 children with Down 

syndromee developed leukemia (SIR 50.8, 95% CI 10.5 - 148.5), while four of 746 children with 

pyloricc stenosis developed cancer (SIR 7.5, 95% CI 2.0 - 19.3). A similar study was performed in 

Iowaa (USA), where the State Health Registry was used to link the records of infants and children 

withh cancer for 1983 to 1989 (n=192) with the records of infants with birth defects for 1983 to 

19888 (n=241,473). Cancer was diagnosed in 16 of 10,891 infants with birth defects (SIR 2.0, 95% 

CII 1.2 - 3.3). This study supported the association found in the Atlanta study between Down 

syndromee and leukemia, however, in infants with pyloric stenosis (n=714) no childhood cancer 

wass found, casting doubt on a possible relationship. 
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Inn the UK the records of 20,304 children with cancer (entered into the National Registry of Childhood 

Tumourss [NRCT] during 1971-1986) were examined for the presence of congenital anomalies 77. 

Dataa were compared to those from the British Columbia Health Surveillance Registry (BC-registry). 

Thee BC-registry obtains and updates data on the number and type of all anomalies for children 

bornn in BC, according to the International Classification of Diseases, 9th revision (ICD 9) 78. 

Informationn is derived from >60 sources, including the physician's notice of birth, hospital admission 

andd discharge forms, and death certificates. In order to find new associations of malformations 

andd cancer, cases in the NRCT with an established genetic cause and already recognized tumor 

predispositionn (n=275) were removed. In the remaining children 720 (3.6%) had one or more 

anomalies.. The highest incidence of congenital anomalies was observed in Wilms tumor (8.1%), 

Ewingg sarcoma (5.8%), liver tumors (7.3%), and germ cell tumors (6.4%). Three categories of 

anomaliess were significantly overrepresented in children with cancer: neural tube defects, anomalies 

off the eye and of the genitourinary system. For each tumor group associations with specific 

anomaliess were suggested, e.g. the association of central nervous system (CNS) tumors with CNS 

congenitall anomalies. The overall frequency of anomalies was higher in children with solid tumors 

(4.4%)) than among those with leukemia or lymphoma (2.6%; p<. 0001). The higher incidence of 

congenitall anomalies in solid tumors (relative risk [RR] =1.7), was confirmed by data from the BC-

Registryy (RR=1.8). In both registries, there was no excess of malformations in children with leukemia 

orr lymphoma after children with Down syndrome were excluded. The authors suggested that 

pediatricc solid tumors may result from mutation or inactivation of genes that are expressed early 

inn development, whereas leukemias and lymphomas may be more likely caused by mutations that 

occurr in later stages of tissue development. The overall frequency of abnormalities among British 

childrenn with cancer was not higher than the frequency observed in British Columbia children. 

Givenn the excess of congenital anomalies observed in specific tumor groups this is surprising, 

severall reasons being suggested by the authors. First, differences in data accrual may account for 

aa more complete reporting in the BC-registry; second, several abnormalities (e.g. severe heart 

defects,, or anencephaly) are associated with high rates of infant mortality and are expected to be 

raree in children with cancer later in life; finally, the BC and the UK population might be different. 

Inn 1998, an Australian population-based case-control study was reported, linking the Victorian Cancer 

Registerr (all children with cancer born between 1984 and 1993), the Victorian Perinatal Data Register, 

andd thee Victorian Congenital Malformations/Birth Defects Register79. Of 632 chilhood cancer cases, 

5700 (90.2%) could be linked with 2,280 age matched controls. Fifty-five of 570 cases (9.6%) had a 

congenitall anomaly, compared with 2.5% of control children (odds ratio [OR] of 4.5, 95% CI 3.1-

6.7]).. Most of the childhood cancer types contributed to this increased prevalence of congenital 

anomalies.. Children with chromosomal defects were included, and had the highest risk of cancer 

(ORR = 16.7, 95% CI 6.1 - 45.3), children with Down syndrome having a 27-fold risk, mainly for 

leukemia.. Another tumor specific association was found in children with CNS defects, who were at 
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increasedd risk for CNS tumors. The risk of cancer increased with increasing number of malformations. 

Finallyy in 2000, a Japanese study reported on the incidence of congenital malformations in children 

withh cancer, based on records in the Registry of Childhood Cancer in Hokkaido, the Northern most 

islandd of Japan 80. Of 3,443 cases registered between 1969 and 1996, information on malformations 

wass available in 2,704 (78.5%). A total of 355 cases (10.3%) had congenital anomalies. Relative 

cancerr incidence in specific malformations/syndromes was compared with relative tumor group 

incidencee rates in the UK. Again the association of Down syndrome with leukemia was confirmed. 

Otherr associations were suggested, but numbers were small. From the report it remains unclear 

whichh 'malformations' were registered. The completeness of data before 1980 was uncertain, but 

thesee data comprised the final analyses. 

A2.. Registry and interview based studies: specific tumor categories 
Inn 1970, Berry et al. specifically reviewed all records (n=383) of cases with neuroblastoma, 

nephroblastoma,, hepatoblastoma, and teratoma seen at Great Ormond Street Hospital for Sick 

Childrenn in London 81. The only associations found, were those between defects of development of 

thee hind gut and 'cloacal region' and sacrococcygeal teratomata, which might be results of locally 

proliferatingg tumor, and the known association between hemihyperplasta and nephroblastoma. 

CentralCentral nervous system tumors 

Fromm 1992 to 1994 Jones et al. interviewed 165 families of consecutive children presenting with a 

CNSS tumor in The Children's Hospital in Philadelphia (CHOP) 82. NF1 patients were excluded. 

Questionss concerning congenital defects were open questions. The investigators did not use an 

extensivee list of congenital abnormalities. Fifteen patients had birth defects, ranging from 'frontal 

upsweep'' to Ehlers-Danlos syndrome type III. No consistent pattern of associated disorders emerged. 

Evanss et al. studied the records of 173 consecutive cases entered in the Manchester Children's 

Tumourr Registry (MCTR) between 1954 and 1989 83. MCTR case records are updated every year. 

Congenitall anomalies were found in 6.4%. One patient had NF1, three had nevoid basal cell 

carcinomaa syndrome, one had the Li-Fraumeni syndrome, and a patient with Rubinstein-Taybi 

syndromee with medulloblastoma was reported, at which time the genetic defect was unknown. 

Thee authors stated that the presence of five autosomal dominant syndromes with known tumor 

predispositionn indicated that the genes involved might play a contributory role in the development 

off medulloblastoma, and that studies of medulloblastoma for loss of genetic material at the relevant 

genee loci might shed more light on this matter. 

Baptistee et al. conducted a population-based case-control study with 338 patients with CNS tumors 

diagnosedd from 1968 through 1977 in 53 New York State counties 84 Six hundred and seventy-six 

controlss were selected from the birth certificate files of the New York State Department of Health. 

Informationn on neurofibromatosis and congenital anomalies was collected in patients, their sibs and 
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parentss by telephone interview with the mother of each case and control. Supplemental information 

onn neurofibromatosis (NF) in the patients and their families was retrieved from their hospital records. 

Thiss study confirmed the strong association of NF with risk of CNS tumors: 13 cases and several 

parentss and sibs of cases had NF, while none of controls nor their first-degree relatives were known 

too have the syndrome. Excluding NF cases, no difference between cases and controls in the occurrence 

off congenital anomalies was found. The same was true for their family members. 

EwingEwing sarcoma 

McKeenn et al. reviewed medical records and radiographs of 1 54 Ewing sarcoma patients, aged 3 

too 46 years (mean age 16), seen at the National Cancer Institute between 1965 and 1979 8S. 

Forty-threee cases had a detailed autopsy, and 110 others intravenous pyelography as part of 

stagingg at diagnosis. Fifty-six patients had at least one developmental anomaly, of whom 19 had 

genitourinaryy defects. As no suitable comparison group was found, the authors could not prove 

whatt appeared to be a marked excess of some of the anomalies noted. 

GermGerm cell tumors 

Fraumenii et al. studied 196 hospital charts of children with a teratoma 86, and confirmed the 

substantiallyy increased frequency of vertebral, genitourinary, and anorectal malformations, in 

childrenn with sacrococcygeal teratomas, as was earlier suggested by the London study81. However, 

duplicationn of pelvic organs in 3 out 72 girls with sacrococcygeal teratomas, suggested the anomalies 

too be more than mere results of locally proliferating tumors. At least part of the anomalies of 

pelvicc organs should be regarded as true developmental anomalies. 

Ann apparent rise in germ cell tumor incidence registered by the Manchester Children's Tumour 

Registryy prompted Birch et al. to study the records of 134 germ cell tumor cases included in the 

registryy during 1954-1978, and the obstetric records of their mothers 87. Twenty had malformations: 

88 out of 9 CNS defects were associated with teratoma, 3 out of 4 genitourinary malformations 

weree associated with yolk sac tumors. A common genetic defect was suggested responsible for 

bothh the development of the tumor and the congenital malformations. Fourteen of 89 mothers 

hadd infections during their pregnancies, 10 of these children developed tumors under the age of 

122 months, which was significantly earlier than in the other 75 cases. A possible causal relationship 

wass suggested, such as hyperthermia. 

Hepatoblastoma Hepatoblastoma 

Forty-twoo children with malignant liver tumors were registered by the West Midlands Regional 

Children'ss Tumour Registry from 1957 to 198688; 27 had a hepatoblastoma, three hepatocellular 

carcinoma,, six a rhabdomyosarcoma, three a rhabdoid tumor, and another three a yolk sac tumor. 

Congenitall defects were present in nine (21%) patients. 
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LangerhansLangerhans cell histiocytosis 

AA retrospective chart review of 39 cases with Langerhans cell histiocytosis (LCH) seen at the Johns 

Hopkinss Hospital in Baltimore between 1957 and 1987 was performed by Sheils et al. 89. Anomalies 

weree classified according to the classification used by Marden et al. 71, and compared with 2 sex-

andd race-matched inpatient control groups who had had similar workups, i.e. 59 children with bone 

tumorss (BT) and 32 children suspected of child abuse (CA). The frequency of anomalies was greater 

inn the LCH group (23%), compared to the BT and CA group, respectively 13% and 15%. If only 

majorr anomalies were considered the difference remained, 18% of the LCH group had a major 

anomaly,, compared to 3% and 8% in the BT and CA group, respectively. A more extensive disease 

wass associated with a higher frequency of anomalies. Due to the small number of patients, no 

specificc associations were found. Although the authors stated that the basic workup in all groups 

wass similar in this retrospective study, with different patient groups, at least part of the differences 

foundd might be explained by differences in age distribution, physical examination and imaging studies. 

Leukemia Leukemia 

Mertenss et al. reported on the presence of congenital abnormalities in 2,117 acute lymphoblastic 

leukemiaa (ALL), and 605 acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients. Their mothers were interviewed 

byy telephone for the presence of congenital abnormalities according to standardized lists coded 

accordingg to ICD-9 90. Cases were compared with regional matched control subjects selected by 

usingg a modified random digit dialing method. There was an increased incidence of multiple birth 

marks,, congenital heart defects, and pancreas-digestive tract defects, which was not explained by 

thee excess of children with Down syndrome. The authors suggested a possible relation with 

undetectedd NF1 in ALL cases, a relation that can only be clarified by the prospective physical 

examinationn of a large cohort of ALL patients. The high incidence of cardiac and digestive tract 

abnormalitiess could at least in part be due to standard radiologic and cardiologie studies in ALL 

cases.. In AML cases, only the increased frequency of birth marks remained significant, after exclusion 

off children with Down syndrome. Again a prospective and careful evaluation of birthmarks is 

suggestedd here. Sibs of both ALL and AML cases showed no excess of congenital abnormalities, 

similarr to the study by Mann et al. 70. 

Parentss of 491 ALL cases diagnosed in the province of Quebec between 1980 and 1993, and an 

equall number of matched controls selected from government family allowance files, were 

interviewedd by telephone for the presence of congenital anomalies in the index cases and their 

familyy up to the second degree, using a list of anomalies from ICD-9 91. Congenital anomalies 

weree reported for 9.9% of cases, and 9.4% of controls. A moderate excess of anomalies was 

reportedd for sibs of cases (12.4%) in comparison with sibs of controls (7.3%). The presence of any 

congenitall anomaly in the maternal or paternal family of the case was associated with a moderately 

increasedd risk for leukemia (OR = 1.57, 95% CI 1.15-2.13). 
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SoftSoft tissue sarcoma 

AA collaborative North American - United Kingdom study on 115 autopsy reports of children with 

rhabdomyosarcomaa (RMS), registered in the Intergroup Rhabdomyosarcoma Studies IRS I and IRS 

III documented 37 children (32%) with congenital anomalies, both internal and external, ranging 

fromm 'minor' (n=31) to 'major' anomalies (n=14) 92. Although comparison with a valid control 

populationn was impossible, the incidence of CNS (9/115) and genitourinary (GU) abnormalities 

(8/115)) seemed increased. The authors suggested that, as rates of GU anomalies in RMS and 

Wilmss tumor (WT) patients were similar, CNS anomalies were more frequent in RMS cases, and 

aniridiaa was not present in this tumor group, a different gene locus on chromosome 11 might be 

causingg RMS compared to WT. 

Hartleyy et at. described the incidence of malformations in 181 children with soft tissue sarcoma 

(STS),, their parents and sibs, ascertained from interviews and medical records (MCTR 1954-91)93. 

Fivee index children (2.8%) and 14 sibs (4%) had serious anomalies, an incidence comparable to 

controll data. No specific malformation pattern could be discerned in patients and their sibs. 

WilmsWilms tumor 

Thee two major cooperative study groups on Wilms tumor studies, the NWTS (North American 

Nationall Wilms Tumor Study) and the SIOP (Internationa! Society of Pediatric Oncology) Wilms 

tumorr study group, both reported on the incidence of congenital abnormalities in a series of 

respectivelyy 2,000 ad 1,040 Wilms tumor patients 94'95. As expected, high rates of aniridia, 

hemihyperplasia,, cryptorchidism, hypospadias, and other genitourinary anomalies were retrieved 

fromm epidemiological questionnaires in both studies. As only expected anomalies were explicitly 

mentionedd on the questionnaire, and other anomalies were asked for by the open question 'other 

congenitall anomalies?', this might have led to underscoring of other anomalies, hindering the 

recognitionn of new syndromes. Mean age at diagnosis of children with bilateral tumors, aniridia, 

andd hypospadias was significantly lower than in patients with unilateral disease, or without these 

anomalies,, supporting the Knudson hypothesis 96. Mean age at diagnosis in hemihyperplasia cases 

wass also younger, but did not differ significantly from mean age at diagnosis in the total group. 

Pastoree et al. suggested a prezygotic mutation in the first group, and a postzygotic mutation in 

casess with hemihyperplasia 95. 

B.. Reports on specific tumor-congenital anomaly combinations 
Manyy short reports, letters to the editor, and comprehensive studies have been published on the 

concurrencee of specific congenital anomalies in different tumor categories. Only a limited number 

off the most important studies will be mentioned here. 

Manyy investigators reported on the higher prevalence of supernumerary nipples in children 

withh genitourinary anomalies 97-101, which was contradicted by others 102103. Five reports 
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subsequentlyy described a higher incidence of supernumerary nipples in adult patients with 

genitourinaryy cancer 104108. 

Werteleckii reviewed the value of the study of palmar flexion creases in leukemia 109; several 

studiess showed a significantly higher incidence of abnormal palmar creases (simian and Sydney) in 

childrenn with leukemia 110113. 

Conccurrencee of congenital cardiovascular malformations (CCM) and neuroblastoma has been 

reportedd in 67 cases; 25 of the tumor diagnoses were only made at autopsy m . George et al. 

weree the first to do a cohort study; they reviewed the echocardiography reports of 158 consecutive 

neuroblastomaa and 192 leukemia patients 115. Fourteen of 70 (20%) cases with neuroblastoma 

andd available echocardiography had CCM, compared with 7 of 192 leukemia cases (3.6%) with 

echocardiography.. After removal of incidentally discovered neuroblastomas (n=6), the difference 

remainedd significant. The association might be related to a common neural crest origin, leading to 

sharingg of regulatory and developmental genes 115. 

Non-syndromicc cleft lip and palate appeared not to be associated with childhood cancer in two 

registryy studies 116-117. 

Sevenn case reports described rhabdomyosarcoma originating in congenital cystic adenomatoid 

malformationn of the lung, suggesting a possible relationship 118. 

C.. Reports on detailed clinical morphological studies in children with cancer 
Thus,, registry and interview studies appeared valid approaches to test hypotheses on suggested 

associationss between malignancies and established syndromes with suspected tumor predisposition. 

Thesee (often) population-based studies confirmed the earlier associations of leukemia with Down, 

Fanconi,, and Bloom syndrome. The association of Wilms tumor with aniridia, genitourinary 

anomalies,, or hemihyperplasia appeared validated in larger series. CNS tumors were more prevalent 

inn patients with NF1, or CNS anomalies. 

However,, most studies were hampered by several common problems. Workup of cases and controls 

oftenn differed, because cancer cases had had extensive investigations for their disease, increasing 

thee number of anomalies noted in records, registries, or known to the parents. Coupled registries 

differedd in their way of data collection and handling, by different professionals or parents, with 

inherentt different training, different lists of anomalies, often lacking clear definitions. None of the 

patientt or control groups had a systematic clinical morphological examination, leading to the non 

systematicc recognition of only major anomalies (i.e. anomalies which have an adverse effect on 

eitherr the function or social acceptability of the individual) or already recognized syndrome diagnoses. 

However,, the diagnosis of many syndromes is not only based on accompanying major anomalies, 

butt rather on specific patterns of minor anomalies and common variants 119. A study of minor 

anomaliess and common variants cannot be based on data available in medical charts or registries, 

butt requires a thorough examination of every single patient. Until now 7 such studies were performed 
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describingg the prevalence of minor physical anomalies in pediatric cancer patients 120126 . 

Méhess reported an exemplary study on minor anomalies in 106 childhood cancer patients, 81 

healthyy sibs, and 106 controls with infectious diseases 122. Anthropometric indices and prevalence 

off major malformations did not differ between patients and controls. However, minor anomalies 

weree significantly more prevalent in childhood cancer patients and their sibs compared to controls: 

69 .2%% of patients, 63% of sibs, and 34.6% of controls had at least one minor anomaly. In a 

subsequentt study Méhes focused on 100 acute lymphoblastic leukaemia patients 124.125, confirming 

thee significantly increased prevalence of minor anomalies in both the patients and their sibs, 

comparedd to parents and controls. This shows the advantage of the study of minor anomalies: 

theirr prevalence is much higher than the prevalence of major anomalies and specific patterns of 

anomaliess are more easily detected. Méhes concluded that an increased prevalence of anomalies 

inn sibs of children wi th ALL "cannot be regarded as a sign of predisposition for leukemia. One can 

onlyy speculate on a possible recessive association of mild errors of morphogenesis (MEM's) with 

ALL,, on possible maternal inheritance, or on developmental genes that may be involved in the 

processess of malignancy and disturbed morphogenesis as well" 125. Arguing along this line, familial 

occurringg anomalies should not be excluded from analysis, while studying a specific patient group. 

Familiall anomalies should be regarded as valuable as their non-familial occurring counterparts, as 

theyy might point to patterns induced by aberrant developmental genes, with a low penetrance for 

cancerr in childhood. 

Ann early Japanese study 12  seemed to confirm the findings of the Swiss group 122. From 1966 to 

1968,, 371 cases of childhood malignancy were registered at the Childhood Cancer Registry of the 

Tokyoo Metropolitan Area. A table of major and minor anomalies was sent to the hospitals and 

dataa were provided by each of the pediatricians in charge. A control group of 123 cases without 

malignanciess or congenital malformations was examined for major and minor anomalies in the 

outpat ientt clinic of the University of Tokyo Hospital. The incidence of anomalies in children with a 

malignancyy was 4 1 % , 20% with a major and 32% a minor anomaly. In the control group the 

incidencee of anomalies (major and/or minor grouped together) was 13% (p<0.001). Numbers 

weree too small to allow any correlation between specific childhood tumors and individual or 

patternss of anomalies. Major drawbacks of the study are that patients were not examined personally 

byy the investigators, and it is not clear from the paper whether the patients were examined with 

specificc attention for morphological anomalies. The higher incidence of minor anomalies in the 

Swisss group may be explained by 3 factors: since the list of minor anomalies was not published in 

thee Japanese study they might have checked for fewer traits than the 57 traits used by the Swiss 

group.. In the Japanese study the patients may not have been specifically examined by the pediatrician 

focusedd on congenital anomalies, which also might underscore the existence of minor anomalies. 

And,, finally, the pediatricians may have been less trained compared to the Swiss investigators to 

scoree for minor anomalies. 
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Stojimirovicc reported 'the results of the examination of hereditary factors in children with acute 

lymphoblasticc leukemia'121. However, our limited knowledge of the Serbian language has prevented 

adequatee analysis of this report, which will not be discussed here any further. 

Feketee et al. studied 55 minor anomalies in 51 children with leukemia, and 49 with different solid 

tumorss 123, The prevalence in the patient group (85%) was significantly higher than in a group of 

1000 healthy controls (66%). Two or more anomalies were found in 58% of patients, versus 23% 

inn controls, a significant difference. No significant tumor specific association of a given pattern of 

anomaliess could be demonstrated. 

Inn 2002, a seventh study was reported describing the frequency and type of anomalies in 64 

childrenn with hematological malignancies treated between 1983 and 1997 126. Eighty-six percent 

hadd at least one minor anomaly compared to 67% in 64 age and gender matched controls. 

Unfortunatelyy a different list was used and definitions of what is to be considered a minor anomaly 

weree not given. 

Fromm the above studies one can conclude: 
11 Patients with malignancies appear to have more congenital anomalies than control children, 

suggestingg the existence of prenatal factors causing both anomalies and cancer; 

22 In all studies the numbers were too small to determine any significant correlation between 

tumorr types and (combinations of) individual anomalies; 

33 Different terminologies and classifications, and subsequently different lists of anomalies were 

usedd making comparisons difficult or impossible. 
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Syndrom ee (ref ) 

Aase-Smithh I u1 

Acanthosiss nigricans 128 

Ataxiaa telangiectasia 131 

Bannayan-Riley-Ruvalcabaa 133 

Bazex-Dupré-Christoll 135 

Beckwith-Wiedemann, , 
Wiedemann-Beckwithh 136 

Bloomm '38 *139 

Breastt (and ovarian) cancer '41 

Carneyy type 1 143 

Carneyy type II 

Inheritanc e e 

AD D 

Neoplasiaa related 

AR R 

AD D 

X-linkedd Dominant 

Variable:: cytogenetic/ 
genee defect/ imprinting 
disturbance e 

AR R 

AD D 

AD D 
50%% de novo 

Locu s s 

Unknown n 

Unknown n 

11q22.3 3 

10q23 3 

Xq24-q27 7 

11p15 5 

15q26.1 1 

17q21 1 

13q12.3 3 

17q23-q24 4 

2p16 6 

Gene e 

Unknown n 

Unknown n 

ATM ATM 

PTEN PTEN 

Unknown n 

IGF2,IGF2, LIT1, H19,p57kiP2, 
KVLQT1 KVLQT1 

RECQL3 RECQL3 

BRCA1 BRCA1 

BRCA2 BRCA2 

PRKAR1A PRKAR1A 

Unknown n 
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(Presumed )) pathogeni c 
pathwa yy (ref ) 

Bodyy region s Malignancie ss in 
Childre nn and Adult s 

Natur ee of 
associatio n n 

Unknown n 

EpidermalGFF 129 FibroblastGF 13

Proteinn similar to Phosphoinositol 3' 
kinase;; ATM kinase activates c-Abl 
tyrosinee kinase in the cellular response 
too ionizing radiation 132 

Tumorr suppressor encoding a dual 
specificityy phosphatase: 1. lipid 
phosphatase-- PI3K/Akt 2. protein 
phosphatasee - MAPK 134 

Unknown n 

IGF2IGF2 and LIT1: growth promoters 
(IGF2:: autocrine growth factor; 
mediatorr of growth hormone action, 
stimulatorr of the action of insulin 137) 
H19H19 and p57kip2: tumor suppressor 
KVLQT1:KVLQT1: unknown 

Memberr of RecQ family helicases; 
maintenancee of DNA integrity 140 

Tumorr suppressor genes; involved in 
maintenancee of genomic integrity, at 
leastt in part by cooperating with 
recombinationall repair proteins 142 

Tumorr suppressor gene; 
phosphorylationn of many substrates 
includingg transcription factor CREB ,44 

Unknown n 

Brain,, palate, joints 

Mouth,, skin 

Face,, brain, eyes, 
immunee system, skin 

Craniofacial,, thyroid, 
Gl-tract,, musculo-
skeletal,, skin 

Nose,, skin 

Overgrowth,, tongue, 
ear,, abdomen 

Growth,, immune 
system,, genitalia, skin 

Breast,, ovary 

Breast,, prostate 

Eyes,, heart, breast, 
GU-tract,, endocrine 
system,, skin 

Concurrence e 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Neuroblastoma a 

Abdominall adenocarcinoma 
(60%% stomach) 

Nonn Hodgkin lymphoma, acute 
lymphoblasticc leukemia, Hodgkin 
disease,, carcinoma 
(Medulloblastoma, , 
adenocarcinomaa of stomach, 
glioma,, carcinoma of skin, 
gallbladder,, liver, larynx, ovary, 
breastt and parotid gland) 

Lipoma,, vascular malformation, 
hamartomas,, intestinal polyposis 
(breastt cancer, follicular thyroid 
cancer,, endometrial carcinoma) 

Basall cell carcinoma 

Wilmss tumor, hepatoblastoma, 
adrenocorticall carcinoma 
(hepatocellularr carcinoma, 
neuroblastoma,, glioblastoma, 
rhabdomyosarcoma,, lymphoma, 
pancreaticoblastoma,, teratoma, 
adrenall adenoma, carcinoid 
tumor,, fibroadenoma, fibrous 
hamartoma,, ganglioneuroma, 
myxoma,, renal cell 
carcinoma.adrenall cortex 
adenoma) ) 

Leukemia,, non Hodgkin 
lymphoma,, adenocarcinoma, 
squamouss cell carcinoma 
(Wilmss tumor, medulloblastoma, 
osteosarcoma) ) 

Breastt cancer, ovarian cancer) Tumor predisposition 

Breastt cancer, prostate cancer) 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Myxomass (heart, skin, breast), 
pituitaryy tumors, adrenal cortical 
restt tumor, thyroid tumors, 
pheochromocytoma,, Leydig cell 
tumor,, large-cell calcifying Sertoli 
celll tumor of testis, 
schwannomas,, myxoid breast 
fibroadenomaa and ductal 
adenoma a 

Tumorr predisposition 
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Chapterr 1 Tablee 1: Childhood tumor predisposition syndromes 

Syndrom ee (ref ) 

Cartilage-hairr hypoplasia l45 

Cardio-FacioCutaneouss 147 

Costelloo M 8 

Cowdenn 15

Del(9p)) 151 

Del(13q)) 152 

Denys-Drashh ,54 

Diethylstilbestroll embryopathy 
156 6 

Downn 157 

Dubowitzz 15g 

Dyskeratosiss congenita 16

Epidermall nevus/ 
Schimmelpenningg 163 

Inheritanc ee Locus 

ARR 9p21-p12 

Uncertainn Unknown 

Uncertain;; probably AD Unknown; possibly 22q13.1 

ADD 10q23 

Chromosomall 9p22 (predeliction) 

Chromosomall 13q31-13q33 

Sporadicc 11 pi 3 

Teratogen n 

Chromosomall Trisomy 21 

ARR Unknown 

X-linkedd recessive Xq28 

Sporadicc Unknown 

38 8 

Gene e 

RMRP RMRP 

Unknown n 

Unknown n 

PTEN PTEN 

Unknown n 

Unknown n 

WT1 WT1 

--

Chromosomee 21 

Unknown n 

DKC1 DKC1 

Unknown n 



Introduction n 

(Presumed )) pathogeni c 
pathwa yy (ref ) 

Processingg of ribosomal RNA 146 

Unknown n 

Possiblyy disturbed elastin-binding 
proteinn reuse by chondroitin sulfate-
bearingg proteoglycans accumulation ,49 

Tumorr suppressor encoding aa dual 
specificityy phosphatase: 1. lipid 
phosphatasee - PI3K/Akt 2. protein 
phosphatasee - MAPK 134 

Unknown n 

Unknownn (regarding tumor 
predisposition:: Rb tumor suppressor 
genee involved 153) 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor / 
transcriptionn factor WT1 ,55 

--

Overexpressionn of leukemogenic and 
solidd tumor suppressor genes on 
chromosomee 21 '58 

Unknown n 

Dyskerinn involved in rRNA processing. 
centomere/microtubulee binding ' 6 ' , 
andd deficiency of telomerase function 
162 2 

Unknown n 

Bodyy region s 

Hair,, skeleton. 
immunee system 

Growth,, craniofacial, 
brain,, eyes, chest, 
heart,, skin 

Craniofacial,, brain, 
heart,, musculo-
skeletal,, skin 

Craniofacial,, brain, 
thyroid,, breasts, GU-
tract,, Gl-tract, 
musculoskeletal, , 
muco-cutaneous s 

Craniofacial,, brain, 
neck,, chest, 
abdomen,, limbs 

Craniofacial,, brain, 
neck,, heart, GU-tract, 
anus,, limbs 

GU-tract t 

GU-tract t 

Craniofacial,, brain. 
thyroid,, heart, 
abdomen,, skeleton, 
skin n 

Growth,, craniofacial, 
brain,, skin 

Growth,, brain, eyes, 
ears,, Gl-tract, hemato 
logic,, immune system 
muco-cutaneous s 

Brain,, eye, skeleton. 
skin n 

Malignancie ss in 
Childre nn and Adult s 

Hodgkinn disease, non Hodgkin 
lymphoma,, skin, eye, and liver 
cancer,, leukemia, testicular tumor 

Acutee lymphoblastic leukemia 

Rhabdomyosarcoma,, (ganglio) 
neuroblastoma,, bladder 
carcinoma,, acoustic neurinoma, 
epithelioma a 

angiolipoma,, vascular 
malformations,, fibroma, 
trichilemmoma,, intestinal 
polyposis s 
(breastt cancer, follicular thyroid 
cancer,, cerebellar dysplastic 
gangliocytoma,, endometrial 
carcinoma,, renal cell carcinoma, 
meningioma,, medulloblastoma) 

Acutee lymphoblastic leukemia 

Retinoblastoma,, osteosarcoma. 
synoviall sarcoma 

Wilmss tumor 
(gonadoblastoma) ) 

Vaginall adenocarcinoma 

Acutee myeloid leukemia, acute 
lymphoblasticc leukemia 
(germm cell tumor, lymphoma, 
retinoblastoma) ) 

Acutee lymphoblastic leukemia, 
lymphoma,, neuroblastoma , 
rhabdomyosarcoma,, aplastic 
anemia a 

Carcinomass of oral mucosa, 
nasopharynx,, esophagus, rectum, 
cervix,, and vagina; squamous cell 
carcinoma,, adenocarcinoma of 
pancreas,, Hodgkin disease 

Chondroblastoma,, hemangioma, 
giantt cell granuloma 
(otherr neoplasms may have been 
recordedd in overlapping conditions) 
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Natur ee of 
associatio n n 

Tumorr predisposition 

Concurrence e 

Concurrence e 

Tumorr predisposition 

Concurrence e 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Concurrence e 

Tumorr predisposition 

Concurrence e 



Chapterr 1 Tablee 1: Childhood tumor predisposition syndromes 

Syndrom ee (ref ) 

Familiall malignant melanoma 
164 4 

Fanconii 166 

Fetall alcohol 168 

Fetall hydantoin 17

Frasier171 1 

Gardner// Familial 
Adenomatous s 
Polyposiss '73 

Glycogenn storage disease 1 '75 

Gorlinn 177 

Inheritanc e e 

AD D 

AR R 

Teratogen n 

Teratogen n 

Sporadic c 

AD D 

AR R 

AD D 
35-50%% de novo 

Locu s s 

9p21 1 

12q14 4 

16q24.3 3 

--

--

11p13 3 

5q21-q22 2 

17q21 1 

9q31 1 

Gene e 

CDKN2A/p16 CDKN2A/p16 

CDK4 CDK4 

FANCA-FANCG,FANCA-FANCG, FANCL 

--

--

WT1 WT1 

APC APC 

Q6PC Q6PC 

PTCH1 PTCH1 
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(Presumed )) pathogeni c 
pathwa yy (ref ) 

Bodyy region s Malignancie ss in 
Childre nn and Adult s 

Natur ee of 
associatio n n 

Wildtypee p16 arrests normal diploid . Skin 
cellss in late G1 via inactivation of 
CyclinD-CDK44 complexes ,65 

CyclinD-CDK44 complexes 
phosphorylatee the Rb protein, hereby 
releasingg the repression of E2F-
mediatedd transcription, promoting 
progressionn through G1 153 

Fanconii pathway functions primarily as Heart, kidney, limb, 
aa DNA damage response system 157 hematologic, skin 

Growth,, face, brain, 
heart,, GU-tract, skin 

Melanoma a 
(pancreatic(pancreatic cancer) 

Melanoma a 

Tumorr predisposition 

Acutee myeloid leukemia, 
hepatocellularr adenoma and 
carcinoma,, squamous cell 
carcinoma a 
(medulloblastoma,, Wilms tumor, 
neuroblastoma,, osteosarcoma, 
gonadoblastoma) ) 

(Ganglio)neuroblastoma,, Wilms 
tumor,, germ cell tumors, 
hepatoblastoma, , 
rhabdomyosarcoma, , 
medulloblastoma,, acute 
lymphoblasticc leukemia, Hodgkin 
disease,, adrenal carcinoma 169 

Tumorr predisposition 

Concurrence e 

Growth,, craniofacial, Neuroblastoma, Concurrence e 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor / 
transcriptionn factor WT1 '72 

Tumorr suppressor, mutations leading 
too stabilization of (3-catenin in the 
WNT// fj-catenin pathway, activating 
TCFF transcription factors " 4 

Unknown176 6 

brain,, neck, heart, 
abdomen,, genitalia, 
limbs s 

GU-tract t 

Eyes,, teeth, skeleton, 
Gl-tract,, abdomen, 
skin n 

Growth,, face, liver, 
kidney,, musculo-
skeletal,, skin 

ependymoblastoma, , 
ganglioneuroblastoma,, melanotic 
neuroectodermall tumor of 
infancy,, Hodgkin disease, 
mesenchymoma,, Wilms tumor 

Gonadoblastoma a 

Osteoma,, polyposis, colon cancer, 
desmoidd tumors, glioma, 
medulloblastoma,, papillary 
thyroidd carcinoma, 
hepatoblastoma a 
(rhabdomyosarcoma, , 
osteosarcoma) ) 

Liverr adenomas, hepatocellular 
carcinomas s 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor / 
SHH-PTCH1-SMO-GLII pathway 178 

Craniofacial,, brain, 
eyes,, heart, Gl-tract, 
ovaries,, skeleton, 
skin n 

Basall cell carcinoma, 
medulloblastoma,, cardiac 
fibroma,, mesenteric cysts, ovarian 
fibromaa and fibrosarcoma, 
rhabdomyomaa and 
rhabdomyosarcoma a 

Tumorr predisposition 
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Chapterr 1 Tabl ee 1: Chi ldhood tumor predisposition syndromes 

Syndrom ee (ref ) Inheritanc e e Locu s s Gene e 

Hemihyperplasiaa 17g Sporadic c Unknown n Unknown n 

Hereditaryy leiomyomatosis and AD 
renall cell cancer 18

1q42.1 1 FH FH 

Hereditaryy papillary renal cell AD 
carcinomaa '8 1 

7q31 1 MET MET 

Hereditaryy paraganglioma and AD 
pheochromocytomaa 183 

11q23 3 
1q21 1 
1p36.1-p35 5 

SDHD SDHD 
SDHC SDHC 
SDHB SDHB 

Hereditaryy non-polyposis 
colorectall cancer185 

AD D 2p22-21 1 
2p16 6 
3p21 1 
2q31-33 3 
7p22 2 

HMSH2 HMSH2 
HMSH6 HMSH6 
HMLH1 HMLH1 
HPM51 HPM51 
HPMS2 HPMS2 

Hyperparathyroidism,, jaw 
fibromaa ,87 

AD D 1q25-q31 1 HRPT2 HRPT2 

Incontinentiaa pigmenti'89 X-linked dominant Xq28 NEMO NEMO 

Juvenilee Polyposis Coli ' AD D 18q21.1 1 SMAD4/DPC4 SMAD4/DPC4 

10q22.3 3 BMPR1A BMPR1A 

Leukoplakia,, tylosis, and AD 
esophageall carcinoma 194 

17q25 5 EVPL EVPL 

Li-Fraumenii syndrome AD D 17p13.1 1 TP53 TP53 
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(Presumed )) pathogeni c 
pathwa yy (ref ) 

Unknown n 

Fumaratee hydratase is an enzyme of the 
tricarboxylicc acid cycle; the mechanism 
leadingg to tumor predisposition remains 
unclearr 18

Proto-oncogenee encoding a 
transmembranee receptor kinase 182 

Encodingg subunits of the 
mitochondrilaa complex II; mutations 
possiblyy leading to dysregulation of 
hypoxia-responsivee genes and 
impairmentt of mitochondria-mediated 
apoptosiss 184 

DNA-mismatchh repair186 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor 
encodingg for parafibromin ,88 

Activationn of transcription factor NF-
kappaBB (central to many immune, 
inflammatoryy and apoptotic pathways)190 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor and 
centrall mediator of Smad function in 
TGF-pp signalling pathway 192 

Typee I receptor in TGF-P/ BMP 
signallingg 193 

Membrane-associatedd precursor of the 
epidermall cornified envelope, 
consideredd to link desmosomes and 
keratinee filaments to the cornified 
envelopee 195 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor 
regulatingg several downstream genes: 
p211 and MDM-2 (cell cycle control). 
Gadd455 (repair) and Bax and IGF-BP 
(apoptosis)) 197 

Bodyy region s 

Overgrowth,, face, 
breast,, limbs 

Kidney,, GU-tract, 
skin n 

Kidney y 

Adrenall glands, 
extra-adrenal l 
paraganglionn tissue 

Breast,, Gl-tract, 
GU-tract,, skin 

Jaws,, parathyroid 
glands s 

Eyes,, teeth brain, 
skin n 

Gl-tract t 

Gl-tract,, muco-
cutaneous s 

Ubiquitous s 

Malignancie ss in 
Childre nn and Adult s 

Wilmss tumor, Hepatoblastoma, 
adrenocorticall carcinoma 
(neuroblastoma, , 
pheochromocytoma) ) 

(Leiomyomataa of skin and uterus, 
renall cell carcinoma) 

(Papillaryy renal cell carcinoma) 

(Paraganglioma, , 
pheochromocytoma) ) 

(Colorectall and endometrial 
carcinoma) ) 
(otherr Gl, and GU-tract 
carcinomas,, skin carcinoma, 
breastt cancer and leukemia) 

ParathyroidParathyroid adenoma and 
carcinoma,, multiple ossifying 
fibromas,, Wilms tumor 

Retinoblastoma,, Wilms tumor. 
acutee myeloid leukemia, 
rhabdomyosarcoma a 

Gastrointestinall hamartomatous 
polyps, , 
(Gl-- cancer) 

Leukoplakia, , 
(esophageall cancer) 

Rhabdomyosarcoma,, soft tissue 
sarcoma,, brain cancer, 
osteosarcoma,, adrenocortical 
tumors,, leukemia, lymphoma 
(lungg cancer, Gl-cancer, 
squamouss cell carcinoma, breast 
cancer,, ovary cancer) 
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Natur ee of 
associatio n n 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 



Chapterr 1 Tabl ee 1 : Childhood tumor predisposition syndromes 

Syndrom ee (ref ) Inheritanc e e Locu s s Gene e 

Li-Fraumenii syndrome 
(continued) (continued) 

22q12.1 1 hCHK2 hCHK2 

Maffucci i Sporadic c Unknown n Unknown n 

McCune-Albright2 2 Somaticc mosaicism 
Usuallyy sporadic 

20q13.2 2 GNAS1 GNAS1 

Mulibreyy nanism 203 AR 17q22-q23 3 TRIM37 TRIM37 

Multiplee endocrine AD 
neoplasiaa type 1 205 

11q13 3 MEN! MEN! 

Multiplee endocrine AD 
neoplasiaa type 2A 207 

10q11.2 2 RET RET 

Multiplee endocrine 
neoplasiaa type 2B 209 

AD D 
50%% de novo 

10q11.2 2 RET RET 

Neurofibromatosiss type I AD 
2111 50% de novo 

17q11.2 2 NF1 NF1 

Neurofibromatosiss type II AD 
213 3 

22q12.2 2 NF2 NF2 
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(Presumed )) pathogeni c 
pathwa yy (ref ) 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor; 
activationn in response to DNA damage 
preventss cellular entry into mitosis 198 

Unknown n 

Activationn of the stimulatory Gs a 
protein;; Gs a protein couples receptors 
causingg activation of adenylate cyclase. 
therebyy increasing cAMP synthesis201.202 

Encodingg a RING-B-box-coiled-coil 
proteinn of unknown function, localized 
inn the peroxisomes 204 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor 
encodingg the protein menin; menin 
bindss directly to JunD and inhibits 
JunDD activated transcription 206 

Protooncogenee encoding a receptor 
tyrosinee kinase, signalling through 
severall pathways, including RAS/ERK, 
MAPK,, NFêB, P13/AKT, and JNK, thus 
drivingg cell proliferation, survival, 
migration,, or differentiation 208 

Seee MEN 2A; 2 different MEN2B 
specificc mutations:96% M918T4% 
A883FF 2 ,

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor/ loss 
off inhibition of Ras oncogene activity 
212 2 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor / loss 
off merlin interaction with multiple 
proteinss involved in cell-ceil and cell-
matrixx signals 2 '4 

Bodyy region s 

Skeleton,, vascular 
system m 

Endocrinee system, 
skeleton,, skin 

Growth,, face, eyes, 
mouth,, brain, heart, 
liver,, musculo-
skeletal,, skin 

Endocrinee system 

Endocrinee system, 
Gl-tract,, skin 

Face,, eyes, larynx, 
thyroid,, adrenal 
gland,, Gl-tract, 
musculoskeletal l 

Craniofacial,, eyes, 
brain,, vascular 
system,, skeleton, skin 

Eyes,, brain, skin 

Malignancie ss in 
Childre nn and Adult s 

Vascularr malformations, 
enchondroma,, chondrosarcoma, 
angiosarcoma,, ovary tumors, 
brainn tumors 

Osteosarcoma,, intramuscular 
myxoma,, leukemia, meningioma 
(breastt cancer, endometrial 
carcinoma) ) 

Wilmss tumor 

(Tumorss of the parathyroids, 
pancreaticc islet cells, and anterior 
pituitary) ) 
(adrenall cortical tumors, 
carcinoid,, lipoma, angiofibroma, 
collagenoma) ) 

Pheochromocytoma,, medullary 
thyroidd carcinoma, parathyroid 
adenoma a 

Pheochromocytoma,, medullary 
thyroidd carcinoma, mucosal 
neuroma a 

Neurofibroma,, optic glioma, 
schwannoma,, meningioma. 
astrocytoma,, medulloblastoma, 
neurofibrosarcoma,, malignant 
peripherall nerve sheath tumor, 
rhabdomyosarcoma,, juvenile 
myelomonocyticc leukemia, 
pheochromocytoma,, melanoma 

Acousticc neuroma, neurofibroma, 
meningiomaa glioma. 
schwannomaa ependymoma 
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Natur ee of 
associatio n n 

Tumorr predisposition 

Concurrence e 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 



Chapterr 1 Tablee 1: Childhood tumor predisposition syndromes 

Syndrom ee (ref ) 

Nijmegenn breakage 2 '5 

Noonann 2 , s 

Opitzz trigonocephaly 22

Peutz-Jegherss 221 

Proteuss m 

Retinoblastomaa (hereditary)225 

Ringg shaped skin creases, cleft 
palatee 226 

Rothmund-Thomsonn 227 

Rubinstein-Taybii 229 

Silver-Russell231 1 

Inheritanc e e 

AR R 

AD D 
25-70%% de novo 

Uncertain n 

AD D 

Somaticc mosaicism 

AD D 
80%% de novo 

AD D 

AR R 

AD D 
>99% % 

Unknown n 

Locu s s 

8q21 1 

12q24.1 1 

Unknown n 

19p13.3 3 

Upp to 20% of cases: 10q23 224 

Remainder:: unknown 

13q14.1-q14.2 2 

Unknown n 

8q24.3 3 

16p13.3 3 

Unknown n 

Gene e 

NBS1 NBS1 

PTPN11 PTPN11 

Unknown n 

LKB1 LKB1 

Upp to 20%of cases: PTEN 

Remainder:: unknown 

RBI RBI 

Unknown n 

RECQL4 RECQL4 

CREBBP CREBBP 

Unknown n 
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(Presumed )) pathogeni c 
pathwa yy (ref ) 

Bodyy region s Malignancie ss in 
Childre nn and Adult s 

Natur ee of 
associatio n n 

Mutatedd DNA double-strand break 
repairr protein; Nbs1 potentiates ATP-
drivenn DNA unwinding and 
endonucleasee cleavage by the Mre11/ 
RadBOO complex216-2'7 

Growth,, craniofacial, 
immunee system 

Acutee lymphoblastic leukemia, 
lymphoma,, neuroblastoma, 
glioma,, medulloblastoma, 
rhabdomyosarcoma a 

Tumorr predisposition 

Gainn of function in tyrosine 
phosphatasee SHP2. 5HP2 is involved in 
intracellularr signaling downstream to 
severall growth factor, cytokine and 
hormonee receptors. SHP2 stimulates 
thee RAS/MAPK pathway 219 

Growth,, craniofacial, 
eyes,, brain, heart, 
lymphaticc system, 
abdomen,, GU-tract, 
skeleton,, skin 

Juvenilee myelomonocytic 
leukemia,, neuroblastoma 
(rhabdomyosarcoma,, testicular 
carcinoma,, pheochromocytoma, 
malignantt peripheral nerve sheath 
tumor) ) 

Tumorr predisposition 

Unknown n Craniofacial,, brain, 
neck,, heart, genital, 
limbs,, skin 

Medulloblastoma a Concurrence e 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor gene 
byy loss of protein kinase activity; LKB1 
interactss with the chromatin 
remodellingg protein BRG1, and with 
thee cell cycle regulatory proteins LIP1 
andd VVAF1 222 

Gl-tract,, GU-tract, 
muco-cutaneous s 

Gastointestinall hamartomas, 
adenomass and adenocarcinomas, 
granulosaa cell tumors, 
dysgerminoma,, cystadenoma, 
cervicall adenocarcinoma, sex cord 
tumorr with annular tubules, large 
celll Sertoli cell tumor, breast 
carcinoma a 

Tumorr predisposition 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor 
encodingg a dual specificity 
phosphatase: : 
1.. lipid phosphatase - PI3K/Akt 
2.. protein phosphatase - MAPK 134 

Overgrowth, , 
craniofacial,, lung, 
kidney,, vascular 
system,, skeleton, skin 

Vascularr malformations, lipomas 
(ovariann cystadenoma, testicular 
tumors,, meningiomas, 
momomorphicc adenoma of 
parotidd gland) 

Tumorr predisposition 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor/ 
repressorr of E2F-mediated transcription, 
inhibitingg progression through G1 153 

Eyes s Retinoblastoma,, osteosarcoma, Tumor predisposition 
pinealoma a 

Unknown n 

Memberr of RecQ family helicases; 
maintenancee of DNA integrity 228 

Craniofacial,, skin 

Growth,, craniofacial, 
eyes,, endocrine 
system,, limbs, 
skeleton,, skin 

Neuroblastoma,, smooth muscle Concurrence 
hamartoma a 

Osteosarcoma,, fibrosarcoma, 
squamouss cell carcinoma 

Tumorr predisposition 

Haploinsufficiencyy of the transcriptional 
cofactorr CBP, which is involved as down 
streamm effector in many pathways, 
particularlyy the SHH-PTCH-GLI pathway 

Unknown n 

Growth,, craniofacial, 
brain,, GU-tract, limbs, 
skeleton n 

Growth,, face, GU-
tract,, musculo-
skeletal,, limbs, skin 

Rhabdomyosarcoma, , 
neuroblastoma, , 
pheochromocytoma,, acute 
lymphoblasticc leukemia, 
meningioma,, neurilemmoma 

Wilmss tumor, testicular cancer, 
hepatocellularr carcinoma, 
craniopharyngioma a 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 
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Chapterr 1 Tabl ee 1 : Chi ldhood tumor predisposition syndromes 

Syndrom ee (ref ) Inheritanc e e Locu s s Gene e 

Simpson-Golabi-Behmel2322 X-linked recessive Xq26 GPC3 GPC3 

Sotoss (cerebral gigantism)234 AD 5q35 5 NSD1 NSD1 

Trisomyy i Chromosomal l Trisomyy < Entiree chromosome 8 

Trisomyy 13 • Chromosomal l Trisomyy 13 Entiree chromosome 13 

Trisomyy 18 238 Chromosomal l Trisomyy 1 £ Entiree chromosome 18 

Tuberouss sclerosis' AD D 
66%% de novo 

9q34 4 
16p13.3 3 

TSC1 TSC1 
TSC2 TSC2 

Turcot' ' AD D 5q21-q22 2 APC APC 

Turnerr 244 

AD D 

AR R 

Chromosomal l 

3p21.3 3 

7p22 2 

XO O 

MLH1 MLH1 

PMSL2 PMSL2 

Entiree X chromosome 
missing g 
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(Presumed )) pathogeni c 
pathwa yy (ref ) 

Bodyy region s Malignancie ss in 
Childre nn and Adult s 

Natur ee of 
associatio n n 

Celll surface heparan sulfate 
proteoglycan,, binding to IGF2 and 
modulatingg IGF2 action 233 

Co-regulationn of transcription via 
interactionn with steroid receptors 235 

Unknown n 

Unknown n 

Unknown n 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressors 
tuberinn and hamartin, that normally 
inactivatee the phosphatidylinositol-3 
kinasee (PI3K)-Akt-mTOR-S6K pathway 
leadingg to cell size increase and 
growthh 240 

Tumorr suppressor, mutations leading 
too stabilization of fj-catenin in the 
WNT// (5-catenin pathway, activating 
TCFF transcription factors m 

DNAA nucleotide mismatch repair242 

DNAA nucleotide mismatch repair243 

unknown n 

Growth,, craniofacial, 
brain,, heart, musculo
skeletal,, limbs, skin 

Growth,, craniofacial, 
brain n 

Growth,, craniofacial, 
brain,, heart, GU-tract, 
skeleton,, limbs 

Growth,, craniofacial, 
brain,, neck, heart, 
genitalia,, limbs, skin 

Growth.craniofacial, , 
brain,, neck, heart, 
GU-tract,, skeleton, 
limbs s 

Wilmss tumor, atypical embryoma, 
neuroblastoma,, hepatoblastoma, 
rhabdomyosarcoma, , 
hepatocellularr carcinoma 

Wilmss tumor, hepatocellular 
carcinoma,, neuroblastoma, 
sacrococcygeall teratoma, acute 
lymphoblasticc leukemia, giant cell 
granulomaa of mandible 
(vaginall epidermoid carcinoma, 
smalll cell lung carcinoma) 

Wilmss tumor, leukemia 

Wilmss tumor, leukemia, 
neuroblastoma a 

Wilmss tumor, hepatoblastoma, 
neurogenicc tumor 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Concurrence e 

Concurrence e 

Concurrence e 

Brain,, heart, kidney, 
skeleton,, skin 

Tumorr predisposition 

Brain,, Gl-tract Tumorr predisposition 

Tubers,, astrocytoma, 
rhabdomyoma,, fibroma, 
angiofibroma,, hemangioma, 
retinall hamartoma, 
angiomyolipoma,, pulmonary 
lymphangiomyomatosis s 

Medulloblastoma,, glioblastoma, 
ependymoma,, astrocytoma, 
polyposis s 
(colonn cancer) 

Growth,, craniofacial, Gonadoblastoma, dysgerminoma, Tumor predisposition 

neck,, chest, heart, 
immunee system, GU-
tract,, skeleton, skin 

(ganglio)neuroblastoma, , 
schwannoma,, mesenchymoma, 
acutee myeloid leukemia, 
medulloblastoma,, pituitary 
adenoma a 
(glioma,, meningioma, melanoma, 
hibernoma,, thyroid carcinoma, 
anaplasticc lung tumor, 
adenocarcinomaa of uterus and Gl 
tract,, squamous cell carcinoma of 
vulva) ) 
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Syndrom ee (ref ) Inheritanc e e Locu s s Gene e 

Tyrosinemiaa type I AR R 15q23-q25 5 FAH FAH 

Unusuall fades, osteosarcoma. Uncertain 
andd malformation 24? 

Unknown n Unknown n 

Vonn Hippel-Lindau : AD D 3p25-26 6 VHL VHL 

WAGRR Sporadic 
(Wilmss tumor. Aniridia, 
Genitourinaryy malformations. 
Retardation)250 0 

Werner2533 AR 

11p13 3 
(contiguouss gene defect, 
includingg WT1 and PAX6) 

8p12-p11.2 2 

WT1 WT1 

PAX6 PAX6 

WRN WRN 

Xerodermaa Pigmentosum 255 
AR R Multiplee loci XPA-XPG XPA-XPG 

47,, XXY 257 
Chromosomal l Extraa X-chromosome 

Tabl ee 1: Childhoo d tumo r predispositio n syndromes . 

Syndromess wi th reported tumor incidence in childhood are listed. For each syndrome the fol lowing items are 
ment ioned:: mode of inheritance, involved locus, responsible gene(s), (presumed) pathogenic pathway, body 
regionss involved, and concurring tumors. Relatively uncommon tumors in the syndrome or in childhood are in 
brackets.. The association of a syndrome wi th malignancy is given as ' tumor predisposition' or 'concurrence', the 
latterr meaning that there might be an association, but data are insufficient to draw definitive conclusions. 
Listt of abbreviations: AD: autosomal dominant, AR: autosomal recessive, Gl: gastrointestinal, GU: genito-urinary. 
(*:Recentlyy it has been suggested that similar cytogenetic findings can occur in patients with Seckel syndrome 13g) 
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(Presumed )) pathogeni c 
pathwa yy (ref ) 

Fumarylacetoacetatee induces spindle 
disturbancess and segregational defects246 

Unknown n 

Tumorr suppressor gene; induces 
degradationn of HIF. HIF coordinates 
thee cell response to hypoxia by 
increasingg expression of angiogenic, 
growth,, and mitogenic factors 
includingg VEGF, PDGFp, erythropoietin, 
andd TGFa 249 

Inactivationn of tumor suppressor / 
transcriptionn factor WT1 251 

Rolee in oculogenesis 252 

Memberr of RecQ family helicases; 
maintenancee of genome integrity254 

XPP proteins are part of the Nucleotide 
Excisionn Repair complex 256 

Bodyy region s 

Liver,, kidney, musculo
skeletal l 

Craniofacial,, GU-tract 

Centrall nervous 
system,, abdomen, 
GU-tract t 

Eyes,, brain, heart, 
GU-tract,, vertebrae 

Face,, brain, endocrine 
system,, vascular 
system,, musculo
skeletal,, skin 

Face,, eyes, oral, brain, 
skin n 

Growth,, craniofacial, 
brain,, genital 

Malignancie ss in 
Childre nn and Adult s 

Hepatocellularr carcinoma 

Osteosarcoma a 

Retinall and central nervous 
systemm hemangioblastoma, renal 
celll carcinoma, pancreatic 
tumors,, pheochromocytoma 

Wilmss tumor 

Meningioma,, paraganglioma, 
adenomaa of the pituitary gland, 
thyroidd and adrenal gland; basal 
andd squamous cell carcinoma 
andd melanoma, adenocarcinoma 
off thyroid, stomach, ovary and 
liver,, fibrosarcoma, 
leiomyosarcomaa and 
Osteosarcoma a 

Basall cell carcinoma, squamous 
celll carcinoma, melanoma, 
fibrosarcoma,, angiosarcoma, 
fibroma,, angioma 

Breastt cancer, seminoma of testis 

Natur ee of 
associatio n n 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 

Tumorr predisposition 
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